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Abstract 

This paper analyses the relevance of using differentiated instruction in the physical education lesson from a special 
school for visually impaired pupils. For this purpose, we applied an initial testing to establish the status of each 
pupil’s motricity regarding spatial-temporal orientation capacity and kinaesthetic sensitivity. The tests used for the 
assessment were: distance estimation test, ‘trilogy of sounds’ test and weight estimation test. In the research, there 
were included four samples, pupils in the 7th A and 8th A grades, as experimental groups, and the 7th B and 8th B 
grades, as control groups. Subsequent to initial testing, within the experimental groups, closed (not open) value 
groups were established. The differentiated activity was conducted according to motor ability and ophthalmic 
disease of each pupil involved in the research. In this regard, operational modules were developed, targeting the 
value groups A and B for both the 7th and 8th grades. At the end of the instructional program, the experimental 
groups and control groups were tested again. This new assessment identified a development of spatial-temporal 
orientation and kinaesthetic sensitivity indicators for the two experimental groups. 
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1. Introduction

Through its subsystems, physical education is open to various categories of subjects. Physical

education of the young generation also integrates adapted physical education, which aims at recovery 

and social integration by promoting programs designed for different types of disabilities (Bota, 

Stănescu, & Teodorescu, 2003). Deficiency means the absence, loss or alteration of a structure or 

function (anatomical, physiological or psychological) of an individual, as a result of an illness, an 

accident or a disorder that hinders normal participation in social activities (Guvernul României, 2005). 
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In this research, the focus was on the categories of persons with sensory impairments, namely the 

visually impaired.   

International Council of Ophthalmology (2002) defines visual impairment as any loss of visual 

functions (visual acuity, visual field, etc.) of an organ. According to Preda (1993), visual impairment 

presents different degrees, from total loss of visual acuity to amblyopia. Cziker (2001) defines visual 

impairment as any loss or anomaly of a structure or function of the visual analyser.  

From those presented, we can conclude that visual impairment is a sensory deficiency in which the 

visual analyser’s poor activity leads to a decrease or loss in the subjects’ visual acuity, followed by the 

onset of morphological, functional, motor, social and psychological disorders.  

Available data indicate that the physical fitness performance of visually handicapped youngsters 

decreases as the severity of visual impairment increases (Buell, 1966; Winnick & Short, 1982, quoted 

by Winnick, 1985: 292).  

The difficulties encountered in spatial orientation determine the blind people to adopt an attitude of 

gradual resignation as regards moving to contact the environment, which decreases their chances of 

social adaptation (Firea, 1979: 173). Spatial-temporal orientation capacity is defined as the ability of 

the subject to find useful reference points in time and space. A blind, especially a congenitally blind 

individual perceives the surrounding world directly by means of other senses, namely the acoustic, 

tactile and olfactory ones. In perceiving the physical environment, the sense of touch has a huge 

importance, because touching allows detailed research, which underpins the organized schemes of 

objects, establishing spatial relationships between parts of an object and between objects (Viliey, 

quoted by Firea, 1979: 138). The sense of touch develops on the basis of kinaesthetic sensitivity, which 

is defined as the ability to discriminate the positions of body parts and the amplitude and direction of 

one’s movements (Feder & Majnemer, 2007, quoted by Brink & Jacobs, 2011). It is said that a visually 

impaired person does not show a degree of sensorial superiority compared with a healthy person, 

sensations being exaggerated in order to obtain maximum of information from the environment 

(Olerca, 1970, quoted by Firea, 1979), an absolutely necessary aspect in the development and evolution 

of visually impaired pupils.  

In order to streamline the instructional and educational process aimed at the spatial-temporal 

orientation capacity and kinaesthetic sensitivity in physical education lessons, we used the 

differentiated instruction method. In our study, we had two versions of this method, depending on the 

pupil’s motor potential or ophthalmic deficiency. Physical education activities are usually organized 

frontally, which blends sometimes with the work in pairs and groups. These forms of organization 

provide a higher density of the lesson. Differentiated instruction approach in the lessons is justified by 

the fact that pupils of the same age are not characterized by the same level of motricity; therefore, it is 

recommended to conduct the activity using value groups in accordance with the motor potential. Also, 

a distinctive particularity in the organization of the lesson is assigned to differentiated instruction, 

according to visual impairments. Differentiated instruction can be achieved through objectives, content, 

organization of the activity and teaching methodology.  
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Purpose of the research 

The purpose of this research targets the efficiency of physical education lessons focused on the 

development of spatial-temporal orientation capacity and kinaesthetic sensitivity of visually impaired 

pupils from the 7th and 8th grades using differentiated instruction. 

2.2. Hypothesis of the research 

In the physical education lesson, the use of differentiated instruction in accordance with the motor 

potential and visual impairments of pupils with amblyopia and blindness from the 7th and 8th grades 

will determine an improvement of their performances regarding spatial-temporal orientation capacity 

and kinaesthetic sensitivity.  

2.3. Participants  

The subjects involved in this study are visually impaired pupils from secondary education, in the 7th 

and 8th grades at the Special Secondary School for Visually Impaired Pupils from Bucharest. This 

school enrols in grades 1 to 7 preschool and school age children suffering from visual impairments, 

living in Bucharest or throughout the country. For each year of study, there were chosen two 

classrooms: A and B. Classrooms noted with A are the experimental groups, while the classes noted 

with B are the control groups. In this research, the two classrooms noted with A (7th and 8th) 

represented the experimental group, and the two classrooms noted with B (7th and 8th) were accounted 

as the control group. The study included 30 pupils who were assigned as follows:  

• 7th A: 4 boys and 3 girls; 

• 7th B: 3 boys and 4 girls;  

• 8th A: 2 boys and 7 girls; 

• 8th B: 4 boys and 3 girls.  

The subjects included in the research have both amblyopia and blindness. The ophthalmic diseases 

most commonly found are represented by: myopia, retinal detachment, nystagmus, strabismus, 

hyperopia, cataracts and optic atrophy.  

From the associated diseases encountered in the experimental group and the control group, we 

remind: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, mental retardation, congenital heart disease, epilepsy, 

hypomnesis and allergic asthma. We mention that there are cases of subjects that do not present such 

an associated pathology.  

2.4. Methods 

During this research, we used as methods: directed observation, experimental method and statistical 

indicators – mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variance.  
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2.5. Content of the research 

During the lessons, the experimental classrooms worked by value groups resulted from the initial 

assessment, in accordance with the motor potential and eye disorders of the pupils. Value groups had a 

closed character, which did not allow the pupils to migrate from one group to another while running the 

instruction program. Division into value groups was made according to the obtained performances and 

the assessment scale shown in Table 1: 

 

Table 1. Assessment scale - 7th and 8th grades 

Assessment  
Points and range of values 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Spatial- 
temporal 
orientation 

Distance estimation 
(cm) 

I1 ±91- 
±100 

±81- 
±90 

±71- 
±80 

±61- 
±70 

±51- 
±60 

±41- 
±50 

±31- 
±40 

±21- 
±30 

±11- 
±20 

0- 
±10 

I2 91- 
100 

81- 
90 

71- 
80 

61- 
70 

51- 
60 

41- 
50 

31- 
40 

21- 
30 

11- 
20 

0- 
10 

Trilogy of sounds (sec) ˃19- 
19.99 

18- 
18.99 

17- 
17.99 

16- 
16.99 

15- 
15.99 

14- 
14.99 

13- 
13.99 

12- 
12.99 

11- 
11.99 

<10- 
10.99 

Weight estimation (mistakes) ˃9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 

According to the scale, the performances were converted into points, which determined the value 

group in which each pupil of the experimental group was distributed. The split was possible after 

calculating the mean of the points obtained for all four tests (maximum 10 points and minimum 0 

points for each test), as follows: value group I (40-21 points) and value group II (20-0 points). 

Subsequent to the distribution into value groups, the work was differentiated within groups. 

Differentiated instruction consisted in developing operational modules for each experimental group, as 

follows:  

• Value group I: increase in the intensity of effort, execution of varied structures of exercises, 

decrease in the volume of effort, progress in the complexity of effort.  

• Value group II: decrease in the intensity of effort, execution of standard exercises, skill 

decomposition and analytical learning, increase in the volume of effort, increase in the amount of 

information.  

For example, pupils performed different motor tasks as movements all over the court, blindfolded, 

guided by a sound stimulus emitted by various objects (whistle, bell, bouncing ball) or clapping. They 

had to cover predetermined distances (3, 5, 7, 10 meters) with suppression of visual analyser, by 

memorizing topography, moving inside diverse figures (square, circle, rectangle, diamond), performing 

various left or right turns (180°, 360°, 540°, 720°), followed by walking on different distances, 

arranging in order of size and weight objects such as table tennis, tennis, handball, volleyball, football, 

basketball and oina balls, arranging in order of weight weightlifting discs of the same size (the 

differences in weight were between 0.05 grams and 100 grams), placing a strip on a table and giving 

the pupils (blindfolded) the instruction to place a finger left, right, above and below the strip, and in the 

end to touch the strip.  

The control group was not divided into value groups, but had the same initial and final assessments 

as the experiment one. 
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2.6. Description of assessment tests 

To assess the spatial-temporal orientation capacity, we used two tests: distance estimation and 

‘trilogy of sounds’. The distance estimation test requires the subjects to cover a 7-meter distance (from 

point A to point B) with suppression of visual analyser. Any sound source should be avoided, and the 

subjects must be explained the test before starting it. Each subject will stop when they estimate that the 

finishing point (point B) has been reached. The place where the subject has stopped will be marked 

with an X, and the distance will be measured from point X to point B. Two situations are possible: 

underestimation (when the subject has stopped before point B, the value will be noted with minus) or 

overestimation (when the subject has stopped after passing the point B, the value will be noted with 

plus). By assessing this, we will obtain the subject’s kinaesthetic coordination. Also, the subject’s left 

and right deviation will be assessed by measuring the distance from point X, perpendicular to the line 

drawn from point A to point B. This value will give us information about the subject’s vestibular-motor 

coordination (Horghidan, 1997: 140-141).  

In the ‘trilogy of sounds’ test, specially designed for pupils with visual impairments, an equilateral 

triangle with 5m sides is drawn on the ground. From every angle of the triangle, sound signals will be 

emitted: from the first angle, a pupil will dribble a basketball ball without running (first sound signal); 

from the second angle, another pupil will clap hands while standing (second sound signal), and from 

the third angle, another pupil will ring a bell (third sound signal). The sounds will be emitted one by 

one, in the order presented before. The subject will have to cover the 3 sides of the triangle walking or 

running, being helped by the sound signals. The time will be recorded. 

 To assess kinaesthetic sensitivity, we used the weight estimation test. There are 10 boxes with the 

same external characteristics (dimension and colour), but with different weights. The lightest weights 

have 15 grams, and the heaviest weights, 60 grams. The difference between two consecutive boxes is 5 

grams. The subject has to put them in ascending order.  

 

3. Results 

Results obtained after applying the initial testing gave us information about the distribution within 

the value group of all subjects in the experimental group, but also about the migration of subjects from 

one group to another, after applying the final assessment (Table 2).  

 

Table 2. Value group distribution and migration of subjects  

Grade 7th A 8th A 

Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Initial assessment 21 23 16 10 20 2 22 13 6 13 15 20 25 12 22 

Final assessment 30 28 22 15 26 19 35 21 17 20 22 34 35 21 30 

 

                          Value group I 

        

                            Value group II 
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Comparing the initial and final assessments of experimental groups, we have concluded the 

following:  

• 7th A:  

o Weight estimation: the mean is 5.71 mistakes, moderate dispersion (29.82%) at the initial assessment 

(2.85) and excessive dispersion (42.52%) at the final assessment. We can observe an improvement in 

favour of final assessment by 2.86 mistakes.  

o Distance estimation test: for the first item - underestimation/overestimation, the mean is ±103 cm, 

while for the second item - left/right deviation, 66.42 cm at the initial assessment. At the final 

assessment, for the first item, the average is ±42.16 cm and, and for the second item, 35.71 cm. We 

notice an improvement equal to ±60.84 cm for the first item and 30.71 cm for the second item.  

o ‘Trilogy of sounds’ test: the mean is 17.35 seconds, standard deviation 9.57, excessive dispersion 

(55.15%) at the initial assessment and 12.94 seconds at the final one. Values achieved at the final 

assessment are better than those achieved at the initial assessment - the performance has improved by 

4.41 seconds.  

• 8th A:  

o Weight estimation: the mean is 3.87 mistakes, standard deviation 1.80, excessive dispersion (46.65%) 

at the initial assessment and 1.25 mistakes at the final assessment. We can observe an improvement in 

favour of final assessment by 2.62 mistakes. 

o Distance estimation: for the first item - underestimation/overestimation, the mean is ±90.87 cm, 

while for the second item - left/right deviation, 69.75 cm at the initial assessment. At the final 

assessment, the results are ±40.25 cm and 32.62 cm respectively. We notice an improvement equal to 

±50.62 cm for the first item and 37.13 cm for the second item.  

o ‘Trilogy of sounds’ test: the mean is 17.97 seconds, standard deviation 3.35, moderate dispersion 

(18.69%) at the initial assessment and 12.96 seconds at the final one - the performance has improved 

by 5.01 seconds. 

Comparing the final assessments of experimental group and control group, we can state that the 

performances of the first group are better than those of the control group (Fig. 1).   

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Experiment and control groups – Final assessment          
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4. Discussions and conclusions 

Following the application of the differentiated program to secondary school pupils, the research 

hypothesis, according to which approaching the lesson themes by value groups created depending on 

the motor potential and ophthalmic deficiency has positive effects on the process of developing the 

spatial-temporal orientation capacity and kinaesthetic sensitivity, has been validated. The instruction 

and education process is recommended to include a combination between the activity carried out using 

value groups and frontal activity. Application of the initial and final assessments highlighted the 

heterogeneity of the groups regarding the level of motor abilities.  

As a result of the research study on the efficiency of using differentiated instruction for pupils in the 

7th and 8th grades during the physical education lesson in special education schools, it can be asserted 

that spatial-temporal orientation capacity and kinaesthetic sensitivity have improved, and consequently 

the pupils’ biomotor performance has also increased. 
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